Abstract-The transmission of time-harmonic and transient signals through a complex cylindrical cavity is investigated by methods akin to microwave circuit techniques. The cavity may consist of multiple overlapping cascaded coaxial and circular cylindrical sections whose walls are perfect electric conductors. The sections may have different axial and radial dimensions and may be filled with material having different magnetic and electric properties. The first and last sections of the cavity are coaxial regions where only TEM modes exist, which allows measurements to be performed with proper excitation and termination. The cavity sections may support both a TEM mode and additional higher order modes or may support one or the other. If two sections have a common junction and each supports only one mode, then the junction is modeled by a simple two-port network. When additional modes are present, they are modeled by addition ports at the network junction. Corresponding equivalent transmission lines are associated with each mode at a physical junction. At each junction, scattering parameters are calculated and used to model the interaction of the various modes that exist. The S-parameters at each junction are determined separately by solving a simple integral equation that accounts for the structure of the junction and adjoining sections of coaxial and/or cylindrical guide. The cavity fields are, thus, associated with equivalent currents and voltages on transmission lines. A transmission line network is developed from which the input fields, fields at the cavity termination, and junction fields can be found by microwave circuit techniques or by the BLT transmission line analysis. The results from the transmission line method are compared with results calculated from a coupled integral equation analysis which has been carefully validated experimentally and with measured values on laboratory models.
INTRODUCTION
Cavity problems have piqued the interest of many since the early days of electromagnetic wave propagation study. Solutions and solution techniques to solve many different cavity problems have been developed. In particular, cavities containing cascaded and overlapping cylindrical and coaxial sections have been solved by integral equation techniques [2, 13] . The objective of this paper is to use transmission line techniques to analyze transmission of a signal through a complex cylindrical/coaxial cavity. Utilizing transmission line theory, one can analyze the propagation and coupling of electric and magnetic fields in a cavity structure. The electric and magnetic fields in a cavity are represented as equivalent voltages and currents on transmission lines and cavity apertures are represented by junctions with corresponding scattering parameter matrices. This technique allows for the development of a library of scattering parameter matrices for isolated junctions which can be called upon to facilitate very efficient determination of fields in complex cavities comprising various configurations of the junctions and sections whose properties are available from the library.
Electric and magnetic fields in waveguides can be defined as quantities analogous to voltages and currents on transmission lines as shown by Montgomery, Dicke, and Purcell in [12] and by Kerns in [7] . They demonstrate that, if the normalizations are chosen such that the complex power flow on the transmission line is equal to that in a guide, then the waveguide can be represented as a microwave circuit of equivalent transmission lines. Kerns extends the method to create a discrete mode model of the coupling of two antennas [8] .
Haskal [5] expanded the normalization method of Montgomery et al. and Kerns to include evanescent modes, which are needed to accurately model waveguides when discontinuities are in close proximity. A generalized scattering matrix approach for solving waveguide problems is found in [3, 11] . Ling [10] determines the radar cross section of a cavity with uniform waveguide sections connected by arbitrary discontinuity regions with a method that characterizes each discontinuity by a scattering matrix. In addition to waveguide problems, scattering matrices and equivalent microwave circuits have been used to analyze scattering from antennas and to analyze multilayered periodic structures. Examples are found in the work of Kahn [6] , Lee [9] , and Hall, Mittra, and Mitzner [4] .
The objective of this paper is to provide an alternate highlyefficient and versatile approach for solving cavity problems. In particular, cavities consisting of multiple cascaded or overlapping circular-cylindrical and coaxial sections are examined. A technique for computing these fields by transmission line methods is presented. The dimensions of a given cavity section are fixed but from one section to another the dimensions may vary both in the radial and axial directions. The electric and magnetic fields in the cavity are represented as equivalent voltages and currents on a transmission line via a normalization technique that conserves complex power, and cavity apertures are represented as transmission line junctions with equivalent scattering parameter matrices. A transmission line matrix equation for the voltages and currents at transmission line junctions is developed and solved numerically by means of the BLT method [1] . Results from the transmission line model method are compared with integral equation solutions, whose accuracy has been previously verified in [2, 13] , and with measured values. The transmission line model data compare favorably with the integral equation and measured results.
OVERVIEW OF TRANSMISSION LINE MODEL
In the transmission line model, cavity apertures are represented as junctions. These junctions are connected by equivalent transmission lines which represent a cavity section.
In Figure 1 , a cavity aperture with adjacent coaxial guide sections is shown along with its transmission line model representation. The transmission line model representation for a circular-cylindrical section is the same as that for a coaxial section but with different propagation constants. The fields in a cavity section are represented as equivalent voltages and currents on equivalent transmission lines. Depending on the cavity geometry and excitation, higher order modes may be excited at a particular aperture and may propagate through a guide section. The effect of these higher order modes also must be included in the transmission line model. Additional equivalent transmission lines are added at the junction to account for the higher order modes that are present at the aperture (Figures 1-2) and might couple the field of one aperture to that of another. In general, cutoff higher order modes are not modeled except in cases when two apertures are very close, in which case, the mode or modes must be included.
Coupling between the voltages and currents on different transmission lines occurs only at transmission line junctions (cavity apertures) and is governed by scattering parameters. A scattering parameter matrix is calculated for each junction. For the junctions shown in Figure 1b and Figure 1c , the scattering parameter matrices are of the forms 1 Figure 1 . Simple cavity aperture (or junction) joining two coaxial cavity sections (shown in (a)) and representation of the cavity junction with equivalent transmission line model for TEM modes only at the aperture (shown in (b)) and for TEM modes in both sections and two higher order modes in the section z 2 < z < z 3 (shown in (c)).
and
respectively. The scattering parameters are calculated from a solution of simple integral equations (See Appendix) [2, 13] . Physical voltages and currents in a cavity cannot be explicitly associated with higher order modes. Because the electric field is no longer transverse to the direction of propagation, a potential difference cannot be explicitly determined from the mode electric field. A normalization scheme based on conservation of complex power is used [5, 8] . The transverse electric and magnetic field of a mode (denoted by subscript) in a cavity section may be represented as
1 for the negative z traveling modes. The equivalent relation
is a consequence of the orthogonality of the modes. Letting C n = Σ e nρ e * nρ ds, with C n arbitrary, reduces the above expressions in (5) and (6) to
for the modes traveling in the positive direction and
for the negative traveling modes. Σ is the cross-section area while A n+ and A n− are defined in (3) and (4). The equivalent voltages and currents for a given transmission line mode are represented as
where A and B are undetermined coefficients. The characteristic impedance of the transmission line in our transmission line model is arbitrary. For simplicity, it is chosen to be 1, fixing the relationship A B = 1. The complex power of a given transmission line mode is 1 2
for the positive traveling waves, and
for the negative. To conserve complex power, the power "carried" by a transmission line must equal that carried by the corresponding cavity mode. Equating the complex power in the cavity with that for the equivalent transmission lines as given in (12) and (13), one obtains the relationships
where C n is chosen to be
From (14) and (15) and the choice for transmission line impedance, the coefficients A and B are both determined to be of magnitude 1. From the telegraphers equations for a source free region,
Cn v n where k n is the propagation constant of the given cavity mode, and the propagation constant γ n for the transmission line model is ascertained to be
The S-parameter matrices are determined subject to the above constraints and normalizations (See Appendix). The transmission line model of a complex cavity is created by assembling the individual junctions with associated transmission lines into a transmission line network. An example cavity and its corresponding transmission line network model are shown in Figure 3 . The voltages and currents at transmission line junctions are found by the BLT method [1] , which is outlined here. The outward going voltages and currents of one junction become the inward going voltages and currents of the connecting or adjacent junction. For the cavity in 
or 
or
where S β mn is the given S-parameter at junction β and ρ s /ρ L is the reflection coefficient at the source/load. The total voltages at a junction are defined by the sum of the incident and reflected voltage waves there:
From (18) and (20) the incident voltages are found to be
and then (22) and (18) are employed to obtain
in which [I] is the identity matrix. Equation (24) relates the total junction voltages to the incident voltages, which, in view of (23) allows one to obtain the following expression for the total junction voltages
in terms of the network parameters and the known column vector [V s ]. BLT analysis always results in an expression for the junction voltages in the form of (25). Figure 4 shows section views of the cavity configurations chosen in the data comparison. The cavity walls are assumed to perfect electric conductors and the cavities are filled with material having the properties of free space. To facilitate measurements [13, 2] , parameters are selected so that the higher order modes in the first and last sections of each cavity are 'cutoff' and therefore decay rapidly as a function of displacement from apertures, loads, and sources. Photographs of the measurement apparatus are found in Figure 5 . Cavity shells are with measured values. The TDR pulse shown in Figure 10 and the measured data in Figures 11-15 are shifted in time so that the time at which the input wave reaches the cavity input (z = z 0 ) and returns to the TDR is aligned with the corresponding time for the calculated data. It is also important to note that in Figures 11-15 , the 50 Ohm cable connecting the TDR to the cavity acts as a voltage divider until the propagating waveform reaches the cavity and returns, thereby resulting in an early time voltage step that appears in the measured data that does not appear in the calculated data. More details of the time domain calculations and measurements are given in [2] . The method presented here is very efficient compared with other known techniques. A library of S-parameter matrices can be constructed for potential cavity junctions. Armed with this library, one can solve a wide range of cavity problems with minimal computational time. With the S-parameter matrices available for all junctions, the data in Figure 6 were computed in less than a second on a personal computer.
VALIDATION

APPENDIX A.
S-parameter matrix elements are calculated from the solution of an integral equation developed by Young, Butler, and Bopp [13] and extended by Bopp and Butler [2] . The equations relate the field in each cavity section to the electric field at the planar boundaries of the section. For a simple one-junction cavity (Figure 1a) , we let the cavity extend to infinity in both directions. The field incident upon the junction comprises only the mode of interest for calculating the Sparameters parameters. The transverse field components in the cavity section defined by z < z 2 in Figure 1a , which we refer to as region 'a', are of the form 
